Purdicom

Wireless Cloud & Security Distributor
Wantage, Oxfordshire

Details
Size: 150 Sq m
Value: £15.5K
Duration: 4 weeks

The Brief
Commissioned by the IT Distributor Purdicom, both
Meridian Interiors and Meridian Office Furniture were
involved in this project to create a new, contemporary
office space in the client’s Oxfordshire-based
headquarters: a beautiful oak-beamed barn.

Project Scope
•

Glass partitioning

•

Redecoration and branding

•

Office furniture

Group Companies Involved
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•

Meridian Interiors Ltd

•

Meridian Office Furniture Ltd
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Our Solution
Having been awarded Purdicom’s £8K contract for
partitioning works, Meridian Interiors’ project team
installed a glass sliding door below an oak beam creating office space to the rear section of the barn. Infill
and scribing was then applied around the timber beams
and a film of the client’s logo was designed for the glazing.
A separate phase of work involved the office fit-out by
Meridian Office Furniture: comprising 18 workstations,
as well as the space planning and fit-out of a separate
manager’s office.
Throughout, the focus was to ensure the design was
in keeping with the barn environment and that any
disruption was minimised. Purdicom has subsequently
commissioned Meridian Interiors/Meridian Office Furniture

“

for the refit and refurbishment of other office buildings
within their complex.

The professionalism and
proactivity of the project team
was second to none and we were
delighted with the transformation
of this very unique environment
into a fully functional workspace.
We continue to enjoy an ongoing
relationship and to commission
both Meridian Interiors and
Meridian Office Furniture for a
range of design and re-fit projects
across the business.
Hugh Garrod, Managing Director, Purdicom
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